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IndoNostalgia Run 38 – August 2010
Typhoons and Tossers in Tomintoul
Hares: McJekyll/McHyde & The Penguin
Rather than make the usual mistake by forgetting to
appoint a Scribe, the mismanagement excelled
themselves by splitting the job into three.
Unfortunately they chose Taxidermist, Slaphead
and Kermit so you may find the result somewhat
confusing.
Scribes Note : Some of the ‘facts’ in this write up are
true – some are nearly true but quite a few are
complete lies. True items include the date.

lift with The Qraytor. Pheelthy Phrogg and
Pheelthy Tadpole swam.
Did The Exorcist cum by motorbike, train or just
materialise in the bar of the Richmond Hotel ? No –
that was Nightjar, he seemed to take up permanent
residence there – working from left to right from
the top shelf of whiskies, then a further six shelves
down ..... every night, ably assisted by The Penguin
(more about that later.)

Friday 27th August, as reported by Taxidermist
They came from all over the world (well ...bits of it
anyway – mostly Cambridge). Drawn by the
haunting allure of the Highlands with its tales of
wild mountains, kilted warriors and ..... WHISKY.
So the word went out. There was to be a Gathering
of the IndoNostalgia Clan. The flatland hashers of
the Fens were much troubled by the thought of
lumpy bits as they had been told that Tomintoul
was on the top of a mountain or something.
Incidentally, it’s not ‘Tom-in-tool’ as we were
repeatedly told by the hairy locals ......its ‘Tom-intowel’. Either way, it gives an interesting mental
picture of the social habits of the area.
Around 53 hashers turned up by a variety of
transport methods. The ones I remember who came
by train were Bear, Koala possibly Diplomat and
Control Freak. Blowback came by plane and got a

Taxidermist – no wonder this report is confused!

Many ‘came’ by car (you can get arrested for that
you know) but one came by .......... camper van and
then booked in to a hotel, leaving his partner in the
camper van! I’ll leave you to guess who that was!
Further clue : there were dogs involved – he left his
AUTOMATIC camper van in gear and couldn’t start
it the next day without a brain transplant then
managed to back his van into Tampon’s car on one
of the nights.

Twelve reasons for coming to Tomintoul!
Friday was ‘Whisky day’ as we had a visit to the
Tomintoul Distillery in the morning travelling in
convoy led by Jetstream. The tour round the
distillery was most interesting especially when
Toed Bedsores engaged the tour guide in
conversation while Ferret, Klinger and Slaphead
attempted to drill holes in the apparatus to sample
the whisky. Never let the truth get in the way of a
good story. The tour guide is now resting in a
darkened room in the local mental hospital.

Nightjar pays homage to the still
The Whisky Castle put on a whisky tasting evening
in the village. About 20 hashers turned up to the
whisky tasting and Nightjar managed to get himself
thrown out having been drinking all afternoon and
sharing splifs with the locals in the pub across the
road at the Avondale Hotel.

Ready to drink in another 10 years
Tasting at the Whisky Castle

That Tomintoul was the venue for the Indonesia
Nostalgia Hashmen.
A good time with malt whisky and beer
At the hame of McJekyl/McHyde and Tits Oot.
William McGonagal
Penguin.

Celebrating the ejection of Nightjar!
Then Bear noticed that there was the largest bottle
of whisky in the world in the Clocktower restaurant
across the road from the Richmond and was seen to
be making plans for a heist as he likes a wee dram
of an evening.

(deceased) ….. via

The

The stirring skirl of the farts and the rattle of the
snores echoed around the Richmond Hotel. Hail to
another wet and windy day. Not very eager
residents, leapt from their beds, legs and heads
giving way to an extra half hour in a warm bed.
Dull eyed and bushy tongued they stumbled to
breakfast. Nightjar’s hearty good morning was
greeted with equally hearty “ssssh” and muttered
“get thee hither” or something to that effect. Having
eventually been fed and watered, we took the airs.
Twice round the car park was sufficient to get rid of
the cobwebs.
The arrival of the minibus, to take the 50 plus to
Bellabeg, caused a few questioning glances. The
coach came a little later, having been held up by a
large group of locals, who were wandering about in
the road with spears.

Fortunately all were too pissed to throw their
spears straight
Just a wee dram for Bear
Having now improved the percentage alcohol in our
bloodstreams the hash staggered about 50 yards up
the road for the steak evening, entertained by a
local duo on guitars .... nice! A great night was had
by all.
Saturday 28th August, Slaphead’s report
Dawn,
T’was in August in the year two thousand and ten,

Our hosts, McJekyll/McHyde and The Penguin,
looked resplendent wearing traditional Scottish
knees. A few “come byes” and whistles got us
together and off we went to the games.
Arriving at the Lonarch was an eye opener. All the
locals had made a magnificent effort to dress for the
occasion. Pipe bands were competing, not all at
once, and highland dancers were leaping about
energetically. It made old buggers like us feel very
tired. Slaphead wanted to join the Hornpipe
competition, he had even dressed for the event but
didn’t qualify as his name wasn’t Roger.

The band was approaching the arena by now and
the crowd roared their approval. Spermwhale
joined in with a loud “what’s that bloody noise”
which identified him as a Sassenach tourist
surrounded by withering looks.

Dressed and ready for the hornpipe
By now, McJekyll/McHyde had established our
picnic area and pointed us to the beer tent and
bogs, in that order. Not being of sound mind, it
didn’t occur to the majority, to bring a seat. We,
therefore, had to retire to the bar and lean against
one another. The things we do for England, France,
Poland etc.
In the press of the beer tent, there were many
carrying their bagpipes. I’m sure I was taken from
behind by a chanter or two. I hope it was a chanter
anyway.
The sun shone down on colorful parasols as we
partook of the plentiful repast. Polite laughter and
coy asides, from behind gloved hands, filled the air,
punctuated by the popping of corks, the tinkling of
crystal and clink of bone china. (Sorry, that was my
last Rugby Club piss up).

A couple of Tossers
Left right, left stagger, left whoops, the massed
warriors came onward. Having been on the piss
since dawn, you would have thought some may
have been overcome with emotion. A horse drawn
cart brought up the rear to pick up the afflicted. It
proved surplus to requirements, unless someone
had slid off unnoticed. Being prepared for all
eventualities was the order of the day. The
marchers did a couple of circuits of the arena and
were then dismissed near the beer tent for
refueling.
At last games gave way to the blokey stuff. The
throbbing of the thumb was followed by throwing
of the hammer. The caber tossing commenced for
the coveted, Golden Hernia. It took two men to
carry the caber back to the start each time. Twice,
one competitor tossed it correctly end over end and
at the 12 o’clock position. Great White Hope tried
to enter but was refused (too much of a tosser).
Throwing the weight over a bar along with the,
standing from under, was another interesting
event. Now, came the Tug of War. Why don’t they
all play nicely and share it?

Fran, Gemma and Koala clubbed together for a £1
duck to share between them.
Suddenly the distant sound of pipes wafted in on
the breeze. “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp”, went the
marchers as they passed a trio of Harriettes,
mistaken for some local tottie of doubtful virtue.
Hill runners Blowback and Qraytor

All the time the hill race was in progress. Blowback
came in among the leading finishers, half naked
(the top half thankfully). Qrator, much more
respectably dressed, arrived not too far behind.

We were honoured, by the presence of The BIg Yin
and Mrs Big Yin. The announcer, acknowledged the
attendance of the Hashes and other non
combatants. Altogether it was a grand day out and
much appreciated for the efforts of our hosts.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

The above mentioned Star spotters obviously failed to spot Pugwash and his entourage in the VIP enclosure
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Saturday 28th August, an alternative view by
Taxidermist
Well, Saturday dawned, though several hashers
wished it hadn’t (including Googly and Kermit)
who were staying outside the town limits in a croft
on top of a mountain somewhere near Aberdeen
and had had a long walk back on friday night.
Amongst the living dead were Bastard, Benzola,
Very Tasty, Nightjar, Klinger, Tits Oot, Slaphead,
Mad Monk and Great White Hope. But all were
suitably revived with a good, solid Scottish
breakfast with plenty of haggis for the haggard (at
least they were in the Richmond Hotel – not sure
about the self caterers who probably hunted a few
wild haggis in the surrounding mountains.)

Today’s event was the Lonarch Games in a beautiful
Scottish glen (well, it would have been if it was
sunny but it pissed down some of the time.) The
plan by Penguin, Tampon, Pheelthy Phrogg and
Gorilla to put a giant condom on the end of the
caber was foiled when they were invited into Billy
Conneley’s private enclosure by Pugwash who had
blagged his way into the restricted area by
pretending to be a member of the Press.
The ‘tossing of the caber’ was not a pretty sight.

However, there were two heroes of the hash who
did enter the run. Blowback and The Qraytor did
enter and upheld the dignity of INH3 by Blowback
coming about 6th (the rest were in the Beer Tent.)
Pugwash and Bear also contributed to the INH3
image by bargaining aggressively with the local
traders for ‘Antique’ artefacts. Bear liberated some
beer measuring sticks (good choice and in keeping
with the spirit of the weekend) and Pugwash
purchased a banjo (no comment!) The St.John’s
Ambulance dealt with the injuries to the traders
who are now in traction at the Edinburgh Hospital.
Lost and found
During the afternoon (between hammer throwing,
tug of war, Scottish dancing, greasy poles – they get
everywhere nowadays) there was a ‘mountain run’.
Dear readers, a point of information which
Taxidermist was not aware at the time. Blowback
had canvassed members of CH3 prior to the INH3
event to join him on a ‘mountain run’ at the
Lonarch Games – most of us said (words to the
effect of) ‘you must be joking’, though many
comments weren’t so polite. Then Blowback
engaged our interest by explaining that it was ‘only
about 3 miles’. We can do that said Bastard and
Taxidermist.
On reflection (during the third pint in the beer tent
at the Lonarch Games and just as Slaphead bought
a round) they both realised that there were
mountains around us and that 3 miles would
involve going up and down the aforesaid ‘lumpy
bits’for 3 MILES. So the choice was obvious – do I
enter the 3 mile run up and down mountains or
drink this pint of ale? No contest.

Sunday 28th August, Kermit’s report, a complete
drunken haze.
Due to the amount of alcohol I consumed over this
weekend, I feel I must include this disclaimer. Any
resemblance to real persons, living or dead is
purely coincidental.
I drew the curtains on a typical Scots summer
morning. The rain was passing the window at
109mph, except for the heavier rain that was falling
direct to the ground. Across the road I could just
make out the farmer fitting land anchors to his
cows. After a hearty breakfast, I had almost a whole
pig, Googly had two cornflakes, we set off for the
hash.
On arrival at the site we all took shelter in the
marquee. It was noted that it had suffered the
rigors of the night before, as much as most of the
hashers. One corner was collapsing considerably.
As the fated time for the start of the trail arrived,
the RA worked a minor miracle. The rain had
slowed to a deluge. I think we sang singing in the
rain. We were given some bullshit from the hares,
McJekyll/McHyde and The Penguin which
amounted roughly to the fact they laid half the trail
each. Neither they nor the trails apparently ever
met.

Pugwash with his latest acquisition

Surely that’s not Gibber smiling?

The pack set off with the enthusiasm of a very tired
sloth. At the road we turned right and turned onto a
track only to find a turn back. Back to the start, and
then we started an uphill stage. We reached the top
of the donovan (a munro is a Scottish peak over
3,000ft a donovan is a bloody great hill stuck on top
of a munro). We descended to a bridge and obliged
the hare by doing a huge loop, on returning to the
same point we found a grinning Penguin at the
same check we had been at ten minutes before.
Followed a river most of the way back to the venue.
As I got back hashers were arriving from all points
of the compass.

Virgins, McClap and Lez be Friends

The marquee now more lopsided than when we
started the trail, more worrying was it was the end
with the beer in, that was fast becoming a
parallelogram. One of the beers had the fabulous
name of Sheep Shagger, I had partaken of large
quantities of this the night before in the village pub.

Could this actually be a bunch of runners?

Kegs of Sheepshaggers await the thirsty pack
By dribs, drabs and drips the pack returned. The
walkers were told to carry on past the first turn
back, I don’t know if they were aware that would be
the last trail that they saw. The walkers didn’t get
back till well after the runners.

Mad Monk and Bastard

The following photos are evidence that there was a
run, although not that there were any real runners!

Toed and Pheelthy Tadpole
Diplomat and Bear wading through the
undergrowth

Our hosts provided us with so much food that even
the hash were struggling to get through it. There

was still plenty of beer left although the tent still
collapsing towards it.

my kilt? I am happy to report it’s all in perfect
working order.

A circle was formed the Scottish blokes in frocks
did a bit of jig for us, while we did the “I am the
music man” version of Scotland the brave, this
sounded like 127 cats being strangled, eat your
heart out the Dagenham girl pipers. Tampon
started by dispensing lots of beers to the assembled
pilgrims for, talking / not talking, lurking/not
lurking, having private parties/not having private
parties, being old/not being old, wanking in the
circle/not wanking in the circle. There came a loud
creak and the tent buckled a bit more.
Slaphead (Singapore 1959) and The Penguin
(Tomintoul 2010) compete for the most outrageous
headgear.

In memory of G …. wouldn’t he be proud!
The hares, McJekyll/McHyde and The Penguin,
were fully punished with beer for laying a shitty
trail. Tits Oot was christened and obliged by
getting her Tits Oot. (please please insert picture
here, it will be the best part of the run write up).
With a groan the marquee became even more
askew. Pheelthy Frog sang a little ditty about the S
& M man and was rewarded suitably. Another gust
of wind caused the tent to warp a bit more. The
speed that Great White Hope limboed to the
barrel to get a beer was incredible. Sperm Whale
and Mashed Potato turned up so late they had
wisely missed the whole trail
Are you sitting comfortably, then I will begin. Once
upon a hash weekend, Control Freak and
Pheelthy Frog tried to lure two young Harriets
Koala Bear and Fran Bellow, on a false trail into
the woods collecting mushrooms. Fortunately along
came the fairy god hasher Googly to point them in
the right direction. They were punished by beer for
this heinous crime. Next called out into the circle
was the Bear, for defecating on the mushrooms in
the woods. Everything that followed this is a
complete and utter alcoholic blur to me. To
summarize, Scots mist is bloody wet, frogs can be
pheelthy, bears do shit in the woods, we should call
all harriets Tits Oot. Finally is anything worn under

Musique Master warming up
Saturday 29th August, Taxidermist’s view
Severely alcohol poisoned hashers dragged their
aching bodies down the road to McJekyll/McHyde
house on Sunday morning. Some hadn’t left since
the night before – especially Mme Durex (who
could be heard from several miles away serenading
us as we approached) and Tampon trying to repair
his dented car.
Toed Bedsores, Computer, Ferret and Furry
Ferret were also amongst the campers who hadn’t
had far to fall into bed from the party the night
before. I do remember Posh having some problems
trying to get her car off a slope on Saturday night as
there were deep skid marks on the drive.
As we assembled and looked around the marquee
at the back of the house, there was a noticeable
bend in the shape of the structure – either Great
White Hope/Gorilla/Diplomat or Gibber had

farted or there had been a storm on Saturday night.
Probably both.
Whilst the down-downs were small there were
plenty of them and the circle lasted nearly 3 hours
before the beer ran out … selected victims included
the following:

Taxidermist and Slapper

Yellow Peril and Gorilla

Sadist and Two Cup McJekyll/McHyde

Pussy Taster and Ferret

Blowback and Tampon

Sara and Bastard

Sadist and Big Mac

Down-downs were interrupted by numerous songs,
jokes and other entertaining episodes …….

Pheelthy Tadpole following Phrogg’s example

Yet another song in French

Horrified and Les be Friends

Me no likey Blitish soldier

Tits Oot demonstrating
how she got her hash
handle. Unfortunately
Hash Flash lost
concentration at this
point and the rest of
the sequence are a
complete blurr!

Lurkers, Mrs G and Unmentionable
Now this is where the story gets a little confused
because it wasn’t quite clear where the hares were.
There was a rumour that The Penguin was trying
to get hold of McJekyll/McHyde on his mobile
phone. But the phone could be heard ringing inside
the house – so obviously McJekyll/McHyde hadn’t
got it with him!

Tailpiece
Queen Victoria visited the village in 1860 and
commented in her journal:
“Tomintoul is the most tumble-down, poor looking
place I ever saw – a long street with three inns,
miserable dirty-looking houses and people, and a
sad look of wretchedness about it”
She must have stopped for breakfast at the
Richmond!
Pugwash and Ballsack

Another Tail Piece (WTF?)

Scientists at Edinburgh University Geology Faculty
reported a sharp increase in seismic activity in the
woods near Tomintoul that day. Smoke signals,
flocks of carrier pigeons and flags were also seen
and the entire Japanese Drum Ensemble was
recruited by The Penguin in a failed effort to
communicate with his co-hare. Sadly to no avail.
So were set off ............... and got back a few minutes
later. As Taxidermist short cutted please refer to
Kermit’s report for a description of the rest of the
day.
Monday 30th August, by Taxidermist
Monday morning was exciting. I came out of the
room I was sharing with Sadist and had to pass
reception. There was a woman on her mobile
phone calling the police – muffled sounds of flying
crockery and saucepans caught my ear – cries of
..”Get out of my f*cking kitchen”. A female voice
screamed “He’s chucked a pan of fat”. I must admit I
was concerned because I wanted my breakfast and
it sounded as though there was going to be a hitch
in the proceedings.
The police turned up and led our ‘mine host’ away
in handcuffs. I think he’d fallen downstairs or
walked into a door (I was assured by the nice
policeman.) Several hashers were locked outside –
and we still hadn’t had our breakfast.
It seems the ‘misunderstanding’ was something to
do with an outstanding debt from a previous owner
of the hotel and the landlord had set about
convincing the bailiffs that he wasn’t going to pay
up. Quite forcibly.
Breakfast was late.

Property for Sale

We have been reliably informed by Sadist that The
Richmond Arms Hotel is up for sale (by an Irish
Bank) for only £150,000, excluding breakfast! It
isn’t really a profitable business as the Hash only
comes once in a lifetime!
A huge thank you to McJekell/McHyde, Tits Oot
and the Massie Clan for their superb hospitality
and a tremendous weekend.

Future Run Details
For up to date details of the next runs
visit the IndoNostalgia Website:
www.inh3.co.uk or check out the
IndoNostalgia Group pages on Facebook
– old farts should ask a younger person
to show them how to find it!

RUN 39. Alfriston, Sussex - June 10th/12th 2011
Hares: Tampon and Mme Durex
Programme
Friday 10th June: Prehydration at the George - pub opened in 1397!
Saturday 11th June: Run followed by circle and Indonesian makan.
Sunday 12th June: Hangover raft race starting a little earlier than usual.

Accommodation
Lots of accommodation including camping, B&Bs and hotels to suit all tastes and budgets.More
details to follow but put this date in your diary now.
Pleasant Rise campsite also has B&B, the George has 8 double rooms and the website is
www.alfriston-village.co.uk for all accommodation. This is a very popular tourist village so book
your accommodation NOW!

Cost
Usual £40 per hasher, £30 for harriettes and non drinkers. No quite sure what this will cover as the
budget hasn't been finalised yet! Cheques (payable to IndoNostalgia Hash) must be sent to
Jetstream, 23 Fairway, Girton, Cambridge CB3 0QF, to arrive at least a week before the event.
Only those who live outside the UK can pay on arrival, everyone else must pay in advance - no
cash, no beer, no dingy, no food, no beer!

Getting There
Nearest ferry is Newhaven
Nearest airport is Gatwick

